
  

Re:   Malahat   Film   Studios November   20,   2020   
  
  

To   Whom   it   May   Concern,   
  

RIGGIT   is   the   exclusive   rigging   supplier   for   the   Vancouver   Convention   Centre,   Hyatt   
Regency,   and   Langley   Event   Centre.   We   have   been   the   exclusive   production   labour   supplier   for   
Rogers   Arena   since   2010.     

RIGGIT   has   considered   opening   an   office   in   the   Victoria   area   as   accessing   the   district   
from   the   mainland   is   cost   prohibitive   for   successful   bids   with   clients.   The   project   proposed   by   
Malahat   Film   Studios   offers   the   anchor   needed   to   launch   an   office   into   the   Victoria   and   
Vancouver   Island   districts.   

When   we   were   contacted   about   this   project   we   were   very   excited   by   the   opportunity   to   
be   a   part   of   this   innovative   approach   to   dealing   with   a   larger   scale   studio.   The   challenges   faced   
regarding   building   in   a   largely   untapped   area   for   film   production   are   being   met   with   creativity,   
innovation   and   inclusion   RIGGIT   wants   to   be   part   of   that   from   the   ground   floor.     

RIGGIT   Services   Inc’s   mission   is   to   be   the   leading   full-service   provider   of   high-quality   
production   and   technical   equipment,   skilled   personnel   and   specialized   services   to   support   our   
clients   and   deliver   superior   value   through   safe,   collaborative,   creative   solutions.   Established   in   
2000   by   Rick   Smith   in   Vancouver   BC,   RIGGIT   set   the   stage   for   creating   spectacular   events   both   
live   and   in   film   with   a   focus   on   our   values:   safety,   service,   teamwork,   integrity   and   ‘doing   it   right’.   
We   design,   build   and   install   innovative   systems   that   suspend   objects   for   concerts,   exhibitions,   
live   events   and   film   productions.     

We   successfully   create   small   backyard   weddings   with   as   much   expertise   and   
enthusiasm   as   when   we   are   responsible   for   all   rigging   and   rigging   personnel   for   the   2010   Winter   
Olympics   and   Paralympics   opening   and   closing   ceremonies.     

We   look   forward   to   participating   in   the   creation   of   this   project,   the   ongoing   success   and   
the   building   of   the   technical   human   resources   base   through   training   and   standards   
development.     
  

Sincerely,   
  
  

Matthew   Lees   
General   Manager   
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